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Nova Scotia

Christmas Tree Journal
Welcome to the business edition. CTCNS Members
and levy registrants can find forms required for
2017 Levy Registration, as well as promotional
opportunities, in the middle of this publication.
Thank you in advance for taking care of business!

Levy payments are due February 1, 2018
SMART Tree is again front and centre this quarter,
with Dalhousie University holding a celebration
attended by several dignitaries, researchers, tons of
press and even a couple of Christmas tree
growers—Bill Smith and David Sweet. The
promotion of SMART Tree rang out generating
many calls and emails, one from the New York
Times. Thank you SMART Tree and Dalhousie!
Thank you to all who put their time and effort into
the Journal—every word, every photo, every idea is
appreciated and makes the Journal both unique
and useful.
To you and yours, all the best for 2018.
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By Mike Keddy

info@ctcns.com

Another tree season is almost over, and with every
indication that it has been a successful one.

Exporters across the province have seen increased
demand. Even more important, demand has seen
growers receiving higher prices. There is every reason to believe that this will continue and begin to
reverse the low prices that have had such a negative
effect on our industry.
Have we seen the end of the glut? It would seem so.
I believe that it is fair to say there have been more
inquiries from U.S buyers than we have seen in many
years. There is every reason to have faith in the future of our industry and to look forward to an en(Continued on p 2)

“SMART Tree is an innovation… [that] should
make Canadians ambitious, bold and boastful”
… and further encourage us to “think big and
aim high.”
-Navdeep Singh Bains, Minister of Innovation, Science and Economic Development, speaking
at the celebration of SMART Tree Innovations in November at Dalhousie University Agricultural College. Here, Bains takes a peak at SMART Tree embryos.

PHOTO Sheryl Dubois
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President’s Message
hanced role for Atlantic Canada in bridging
the gap between supply and demand. Production within the region has been decreasing, but with higher prices it can and will
increase. We have the land, the climate and a
great product.
Our native Balsam fir, the traditional Christmas tree, has been enhanced through the
efforts of Dr. Lada and his SMART Tree research team. We will see the first seedling
available for sale in the upcoming spring.
The timing could not be better for this pro-

ject to be coming on stream.
In order for Council to continue to be the
voice of industry we need your support. Only by speaking with a united voice can we
bring about positive change. With your help,
we can strengthen our position with government and determine a path forward with
both the Departments of Agriculture and
Natural Resources. The old expression “there
is a light at the end of the tunnel” could not
be more true. Still, we have work to do. Let’s
settle our differences, role up our sleeves
and go to work for the good of all.
Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.

“Merry Christmas
and Happy New Year to all.”
-Mike Keddy

Advertise

with

us!

angus@ctcns.com
PHOTO On a drizzly
December 3rd, four friends
find their perfect Christmas
tree on a u-cut in Beaver
Bank, Nova Scotia PHOTO
Sheryl Dubois
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CTCNS Executive Director’s Report
By Angus Bonnyman angus@ctcns.com
Happy New Year! I hope that you have had a bit of time to catch your breath after the
Christmas season, and are now finding some time to reflect on the past year and make
plans for the year ahead.
Harvest 2017
In terms of this year’s harvest, I have heard from many growers that demand was very
strong this year and some folks were having to scramble a bit to fill orders that they received at the last minute. In many cases these were new customers looking for significant
quantities of trees.
From the perspective of someone who doesn’t have any Christmas trees to tend or harvest,
it looks to be an exciting time to be involved in the industry. Not only is there a shortage of
trees, but it has been reported in the news, so much so that I had one local radio station
call me asking if we were recommending that people buy their Christmas tree as early as
possible in case their local retail lot ran short. As tempting as it was to say, “Yes, and your
listeners had better buy two.”, I resisted the temptation and took the opportunity to reinforce the value of our exports of trees around the world.
On the supply side, I think that more people are becoming aware of the opportunities that
exist for them in growing Christmas trees. Hardly a week goes by when I don’t receive an
email from someone wanting to know how they can learn more about growing Christmas
Trees on a bit of land they have just purchased, or inherited, or whatever. I have been encouraging them to join one of the three regional associations so that they can not only
benefit from the events and networking opportunities, but also receive a free subscription
(Continued on p 4)
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to the Journal and complimentary listings for their choose-andcut or retail lots on iloverealtrees.com, among other benefits. If
you happen to see someone new at an upcoming event, please
take a moment to make them feel welcome – there’s a lot to be
gained from continuing to expand our industry.
Levy 2017
As part of our ongoing efforts to improve our communications
and cut costs, growers and exporters will notice that there is a
supplement included in the centre of this issue of the Journal.

Promotions
I’d like to take the opportunity to thank Laura Brining for all her
efforts this Fall in promoting real trees to consumers through a
variety of different projects, including expanding the art contest
in cooperation with the Nova Scotia Public Libraries, and finding
some new ways to promote real trees online. Best wishes in all
your future endeavours Laura!
We have also benefited greatly from our Journal Editor, Sheryl
Dubois, reporting on many events and contributing editorial
pieces for publications across the province. Way to go Sheryl and
thank you in advance for another excellent issue of the Journal.
Welcome & Thank You
I would like to welcome Brittany Frenette as our new Outreach
Coordinator who started work on December 1st and will be working with me on several projects over the coming months. Brittany’s position has been made possible through support from
the Agricultural Youth Green Jobs Initiative.

Instead of doing a separate mailing, we have included all the
paperwork you need to report and remit your levy by the deadline of February 1st, 2018 as well as information on how to take
advantage of numerous opportunities to promote your operation. If you have any questions on completing these forms,
please call us at 1-855-NSBALSA (that’s 1-(855)-672-2572), extension 1.
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Finally, I would like to express my thanks to the Nova Scotia Federation of Agriculture’s team for their administrative support over
the past five years, particularly to Krista Vroegh who regularly
performs minor miracles. As part of our move, Council’s books
will now be handled by Sara Forbes, and she can be reached via
email at accounting@ctcns.com, or you can leave a message for
her by calling 1-855-672-2572, extension 1.
PHOTO CTCNS Executive Director Angus Bonnyman speaking at the
SMART Tree Celebration at Dalhousie University Agricultural College
in late November.

PHOTO Nick Pearce
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Lunenburg County Christmas Tree Producers’ Association (LCCTPA)
By Richard Levy, President LCCTPA

Hello to all reading the Christmas Tree Journal.
This is a great way to communicate to all the Christmas tree
producers in Nova Scotia and beyond.
The harvest for 2017 is rapidly drawing to a close and it looks like
it has been a good year to be growing and selling Christmas
trees. The demand has definitely increased from 2016 with more
requests for trees coming from south of the border.
Most who have called have indicated that the trees
they have been purchasing within the USA for a
many years are no longer available in the numbers
required to meet the demand. The demand has not
necessarily increased; it is the number of trees
available that has decreased.
This is good news for the Atlantic Provinces and
especially for Nova Scotia. The next number of years
will be a good time to be in Christmas tree production where
there will be a noticeable increase in demand for all tree grades
which will be reflected in an increase in prices to the producer.
This is a good time to be involved with an active Christmas tree
organization to learn about - and take advantage of - new
growing techniques, and to also become aware of what the
customer desires, for the perfect tree. There is a noticeable
change in demand from the heavy sheared to a somewhat
lighter, well-shaped tree, with good appeal. This tree bales tighter
and packs well, increasing tree numbers on a load. This cuts
shipping costs, which is a benefit to both the shipper and the
purchaser.
It is not possible to speak of changes in the industry without
making a direct reference to the research that has produced the

Northeastern
Christmas Tree
Association
(NECTA)

Wishing everyone
a safe and happy
Holiday season

“SMART Tree.” This tree will soon be available for planting. What
great news! This new seedling will produce a superior tree that
will retain its needles allowing for longer shipping times without
fear of tree deterioration through needle loss. There will be
markets reached that couldn’t be considered without this
extensive research.
The future looks as bright as it has for many years. It
is unfortunate that we are all getting older. There are
many who have spent their life time growing trees
that will not be able to benefit from this new
technology, myself included. What we must do is
encourage young people to become involved in the
Christmas tree industry. It is a great working
environment, the air is as fresh as it can be and there
is money to be made. Let’s pass the torch.
The LCCTPA speaks for its membership. We will address your
concerns, provide you with the latest growing techniques, inform
you of customer trends and speak with a strong voice
concerning issues that affect the Christmas tree industry.
From the president of the LCCTPA I hope that the 2017 harvest
season was the best one you have had in many years and hope
that you are already making plans for an even better 2018
Christmas tree season.
I enjoy meeting Christmas tree producers large or small,
discussing your concerns and looking for ways where our
organization can help you improve your tree production and
financial return.
EMAIL info@christmastreeproducers.com PHONE 902-644-2605
WEBSITE christmastreeproducers.com

Cobequid Christmas Tree
Producers’ Association

Everyone at
Cobequid wishes growers across
the province a successful harvest
EMAIL nltreefarms@bellaliant.net PHONE 902-893-2293

EMAIL sales@necta.ns.ca WEBSITE novascotiachristmastrees.ca
PHONE 1-877-783-2758
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Outreach Coordinator Report
By Laura Brining
The past couple of months have been very busy with many
promotional efforts. We have been gearing up for the Christmas
season and have been organizing different outreach activities.
Banner Ads: We had multiple banner ads designed by our
graphic designer that were distributed across many platforms.
These ads encouraged
readers to visit our
website to find a real
tree this Christmas.
These ads were placed
in the Your Local
Magazine, online at
AllNovaScotia.com, and
online in the Local
Wishlist.
Fa ce bo o k: With
December just around
t h e c o r n e r, o u r
Facebook activity is
increasing with many
posts encouraging
readers to start a new
family tradition, encourage visits to our website, and encourage
the purchase of real trees this Christmas. Some of these posts
were boosted to increase reach and views.

We also created a Facebook contest to increase engagement and
reach by giving away a real Christmas wreath. This contest
encouraged new page Likes and asked participants to tag friends
in the comments, which increased the overall page reach and
Likes.
Instagram: To engage with the Instagram community, we placed
a post with the popular Halifax Noise account. 1 in every 3.5 local
19-49 year olds follows this account, with each post averaging a
reach of 144 000. This post once again encouraged a new family
tradition of choosing a real tree and to visit our website for more
information.
We also partnered with a Nova Scotia lifestyle blogger to
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promote the experience of choosing your own tree. Wild Rose
Buds Blog is a lifestyle blogger and Mother. With over 27k
followers on Instagram, she attracts many young family followers.
She was nice enough to feature a blog post and Instagram post
discussing the family fun experience of choosing your own tree.
Art Contest: Our annual art contest is now complete. This
contest was promoted on our website and Facebook. Participants
emailed their entries, which were then posted to a Facebook
album. Individuals were
then encouraged to
share and comment on
their favourite entry.
This contest
significantly increased
our Facebook
engagement rates, and
increased our page
likes and views. This
was a fun contest for
many to participate in
and great to increase
overall engagement.

This year we also
partnered with the
Public Libraries to
launch a joint art contest. This was distributed through 8 of the 9
library branches across the province. The Public Libraries
promoted the contest in each library, as well as through social
media. One winner will be picked per branch. Each winner will win
a copy of The Little Tree by the Sea and will get to pick their
favourite library to have an additional copy donated to.
Little Tree by the Sea: We promoted this new children’s book,
which tells the wonderful story of the support we received from
Boston after the Halifax Explosion and why Nova Scotia sends a
tree each year in honour of their act of kindness. Several books
were donated to schools and libraries across the province, as well
as to the IWK Foundation. We also sold books at various events
and on our website through Shopify.
Overall, we have had great success through many promotional
efforts this season!
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TOP LEFT Tree selected to
go to Boston TOP Big
crowd at the Boston Tree
event RIGHT Tree arriving
in Halifax for the big send –
off BOTTOM Crowd in
Halifax at send-off

PHOTOS Laura Brining
LEFT Three of the
submissions to the Buddy
Balsam ART contest held in
November to increase
overall engagement. Grand
prize winner is Kayson.
Kayson won $50 and a real
Christmas tree. Also winners
are Ewen and Mike. They
each won a copy of The
Little Tree by the Sea. Well
done to all the young artists.
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Outreach Coordinator Introduction

Reports of early tree shopping

By Brittany Frenette

Lack of snow has not stopped consumers from getting their
Christmas trees early this December. At least two U-Cut operations
are enjoying somewhat of a surge of early buyers. Volunteers in
Beaver Bank (NS) selling trees to raise funds for 2nd Beaver Bank
Scouts (see photo p2)
said for Dec 2 and 3, it
w a s b u s ier th an
previous years.

My name is Brittany Frenette
and I will be taking over the
po sitio n of Outreach
Coordinator on December
1st. I have a background in
Health and Human Services
as well as Office
Administration.
I was born in Truro NS and
raised in Tatamagouche NS. I have always taken pride in
promoting and growing our small town and all of the wonderful
things it has to offer.

News items published
across Canada
suggest 2017 is a
banner year for the
industry.

I am a mother of two, who loves being outside, adventuring,
tr aveling, learning and being with my family.
I am very much looking forward to my position at CTCNS!

And ve r y well
deserved, indeed.

PHOTO Contributed by Brittany Frenette

Trenholm

A Message from

changes toward more efficient and cost
effective paperless payments.

Cambridge Global

For executing simple spot transactions, we
provide the support and information
required to make the
best possible decisions
f r o m an F X
perspective. We take
on much of the work in
terms of monitoring
the market for trading
opportunities.

Payments
As Canada’s economy is heavily weighted
in international trade, and with
globalization and a digital economy on the
rise, it makes perfect sense that companies
like Cambridge, founded 25 years ago, are
becoming more valuable to exporters.
The everyday financial realities for
companies conducting business outside of
Canada includes the regular, ongoing use
of direct deposit, and online banking
transfers, in addition to currency
fluctuation risk and efficiency concerns – all
of which directly affect your ability to
compete in the global marketplace.
For instance, companies doing business in
the US, and especially those who wish to
expand their distribution areas and acquire
new customers, need to be concerned
about protecting their profit margins.
Currency conversion and risk aversion
quickly become challenges with the
majority of their revenue in USD, and the
bulk of their expenses in CAD.
Cambridge works with these businesses to
proactively evaluate and manage risk,
while consulting with you on making the
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We also provide access
to award-winning
trading platforms and
mobile apps, creating a
flexibility and
seamlessness like
never before.
Through our
customizable solutions,
we are able to help
Canadian companies
like yours resolve many
of the international
payment issues that
they are grappling
with. We have invested
heavily in systems that
allow you to scale your
reach and service, and
increase the number of
customers you deal
with.

PHOTO Chrissy

We put your security issues to rest as we
move your business one step closer to real
bottom line results. The future of global
payments is an exciting place to be! Thank
you for choosing Cambridge.
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Lots to be thankful for

In good times and bad Christmas tree growers remain a
generous lot. I don’t have much space, but here’s what I
know so far: NeCTA, Scott MacKinnon, Matt and Gena
Priest sent 500 trees to customers in hurricane ravished
Puerto Rico; LCCTPA provided three trees for the Boston
tree send-off at Halifax Parade; Four Christmas trees were
prepared for charities in Boston, two from LCCPTA and two
from Richard Levy; Bruce Turner of New Ross donated two
Christmas trees to the Africville Museum in Halifax and
provide Department of Natural Resources (DNR) with two
trees. Premier McNeil will receive a tree, as per tradition,
from the winner of the 2017 Christmas Tree Competition at
the South Shore Exhibition last August. Once again, Anzil
Blackadar won the coveted privilege. Three more trees go
to MLAs who donate them to local charities. One comes
from Mike and Janet Keddy; Randy Naugler donated two
more; the Canadian Embassy in Washington DC lights a
tree from DeLong Farms; Phoenix House in Halifax raises a
tree from Mike Falken; Seventeen Christmas trees from
LCCPTA went to the 27th Musquodoboit Christmas Festival
of Trees and Crafts; this year, the town of Bridgewater
requested a large Christmas tree from LCCTPA, kindly
donated by Laurie and Judy Levy. I know that is not all and I
haven’t even mentioned the wreaths and fundraisers!!!
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SMART Tree
Spirits run high
at SMART Tree

Celebration
By Sheryl Dubois

Amid the scientists and dignitaries, the
organizers and photographers, were
two Christmas tree growers, taking
time on November 23 to attend a
spirited celebration at Dalhousie
University’s Agricultural College in
Truro. Bill Smith and Dave Sweet had
waited a long time for this.
The event was organized to celebrate
the innovations of the SMART Atlantic
Balsam Christmas Tree Research
Centre.
The event began with congratulatory
remarks from Dr. David Gray, Dean of
the Faculty of Agriculture, Dr. Richard
Florizone, the President of Dalhousie
University, the Honourable Bill Casey,
MP for Cumberland-Colchester and
special guest the Honourable
Navdeep Singh Bains, Minister of
Innovation, Technology and Economic
Development.

Dr. Raj Lada was visibly emotional and
grateful to the many stakeholders of
this project, beginning with Producers
and Investors who, Lada says,
“believed in me.”
Angus Bonnyman delivered remarks
from Jim DeLong, President of the
Christmas tree Research Cooperative
who was unable to attend, this the
height of the Christmas tree season.
Bains was particularly enthusiastic
affirming the innovation as a success
that ought to make all Canadians
“ambitious, bold and boastful” and
further encourage us to “think big and
aim high.”
After the speeches, guests were
treated to a room donned with
displays, many young SMART Trees
and plenty of warm cider and cookies.
Enthusiastic researchers were on hand
to explain the technology.
Thank you for a memorable event,
Dalhousie University—a good time
was had by all.
PHOTO A SMART Tree parent — needles
from one of Brian Archibald’s majestic
trees part now part of Dr. Lada’s SMART
tree. With the tree is Melissa Baker,
Chrissy Trenholm, Dale Trenholm and Brian
Archibald PHOTO contributed by Chrissy
Trenholm
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PHOTOS
LEFT The research team in attendance (plus one)
Ernest Korankye, Rachel West,

Melissa Georgson, Dr. Raj Lada,
Dr. Mason MacDonald, Gaye MacDonald,
Jingyi Wang, Dr. Sherin Jose,
Jane Blackburn, Leona Perry.
PHOTO Nick Pearce

LEFT CENTER In a room adjacent to the
presentation, Dr. Lada explains the intricacies of
SMART Tree to Member of Parliament and
Minister of Science, Innovation and Economic
Development, Navdeep Singh Bains.
PHOTO Nick Pearce

PHOTOS
TOP Jim DeLong, President of the Christmas Tree
Research Cooperative. Delong could not attend
the celebration – he had trees to do — but sent
remarks read by Angus Bonnyman, CTCNS
Executive Director, at the Celebration. PHOTO
contributed by Jim DeLong
LEFT Speakers at the event: Angus Bonnyman,
Executive Director of CTCNS, Bill Casey, MP for
Cumberland-Colchester, Dr. Richard Florizone,
President of Dalhousie University, Minister Bains,
Dr. Raj Lada and Dr. David Gray, Dean of the
Faculty of Agriculture and Master of ceremonies.
The space was decorated with two beautiful
Balsam fir trees, wreaths, poinsettias and a
selection of SMART Trees. PHOTO by Sheryl
Dubois
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SMART
Christmas
Tree
Production
Update
By Nicholas Foran, MSc., Phytocultures Ltd.
Developed by Dr. Raj Lada (Ph. D., Principle
Investigator) and his research team through
the SMART Christmas Tree Research
Cooperative, SMART Trees possess superior
capacities in needle retention, colour, pest
and disease resistance, architecture,
responsive shearing characteristics and
overall consumer appeal.
Phytocultures Ltd. has been tasked with
bringing the clonal propagation
technology (somatic embryogenesis for
balsam fir) developed by Dr. Lada and his
team to commercial scale.
Phytocultures, founded in 1982, is a leader
in plant propagation. Our facilities in Clyde
River PEI include a full-fledged tissue
culture lab staffed by propagation experts
trained in aseptic technique, crosscontamination prevention and transfer
speed.
Since the Spring of 2017, we have made
great strides in adapting the somatic
embryogenesis protocol for large-scale
production. Somatic embryo production
initiated, we estimate attaining a few
hundred thousand seedlings produced in
this first pilot year. Simultaneously, new
laboratory methods are being developed
for upscale.

PHOTOS TOP Nicholas Foran of
Phytocultures in the light room
INSET Balsam fir embryos under the
microscope
LEFT Petri dishes of callus (above)

and embryos (below) BOTTOM LEFT
Germinated plantlet at
Phytocultures BELOW Seedling at
Scott & Stewart Nurseries PHOTOS
by/contributed by Nicholas Foran

Plantlets of approximately four different
tree lines are currently being produced,
with more lines to be added in subsequent
years. Each tree line exhibiting different
callus and embryo growth patterns, new
methods tailored for specific lines are also
being developed to improve efficiency.
Seedlings produced this year will then be
transferred to Scott and Stewart Nurseries
in the Spring of 2018 for soil acclimation,
with a small number of seedlings having
been already transferred for preliminary
transplant studies.
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Canadian Christmas Tree Growers’ Association
By Forrest Higgins, nsbalsam@gmail.com
Tours
The annual meeting of the Canadian Christmas
Tree Producers’ Association (CCTPA) this past
September involved several Farm Tours on
Vancouver Island.
The first farm was hosted by Mike Fleming of
Woodstock Evergreens in Brentwood Bay, BC.
Although Mike operates several farms, we visited
his 50-acre operation in Southern Vancouver
Island.
The farm was started in 1980 and is a long,
narrow strip of trees located under the power
lines. He has a five-year crown lease on the land
and must renew the lease by applying for a
permit from the Ministry of Forestry, paying
between 25 cents and $1 per each tree
harvested. The Power company appreciates his
farm as it eliminates the problem of controlling
brush, and larger trees, under the power lines. The power
company doesn’t charge for the lease.
There was very little rain in the area for the past three
months, yet the trees grow well and survive the dry
weather.
Although Mike doesn’t use herbicide, he does fertilize
half the farm one year and half the next. This seems to
work. He understands well how to grow trees in his
environment. He practices stump culture, purchases and
plants seedlings every Spring, including Douglas fir,
Noble fir, Eastern white pine, Sub-alpine fir, West Coast
red cedar, Grand fir, Nordmann fir, Colorado blue spruce,
White spruce, Norway spruce, Fraser fir, Ponderosa pine
and Concolor fir. The farm produces 4000 to 50000 trees
a year, half of which are sold wholesale and half retail. In
addition to selling trees, the farm produces swags,
wreaths and brush.
We next visited Sahtlan Tree Farm, located north of
PHOTOS
Page 14 TOP CCTGA Attendees in Victoria for 2017 Annual
General Meeting MIDDLE Fleming Farm under the power lines
BOTTOM CTCNS and CCTGA Board Member Forrest Higgins does

double duty as photographer while on Field Tour
Page 15 TOP Mike Fleming explains cultivation under power lines
MIDDLE Growers studying beneficial ants on Field Tour MIDDLE
Jimmy Downey surveying view from Vancouver Island BOTTOM
Gracious host Bob Russell on CCTGA stop at Sahtlan Tree Farm.
PHOTOS contributed by Matt Wright and Forrest Higgins
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Duncan BC, in the mountain range of Vancouver island. The farm was started in
the late 1970s by Bob Russel, who is still active. Jason Malings is now very
involved with his family in the continued operation of the farm. In total, its is a
40 acre farm, with 25 acres of trees including Douglas fir, Grand fir and Noble fir.
Trees are sold both wholesale and Choose and Cut. The only chemical used is
Round-Up.
International Market Access Committee
In an effort to improve the CCTGA’s International Market Access Committee,
members convened at the Annual General Meeting Victoria, Sept 22, 2017.
These notes were provided by Matt Wright. As was the case several years ago
when we structured this Committee, there was limited uptake from the other
provinces as none are involved in off-shore marketing. Quebec, New Brunswick
and Nova Scotia are the only true players in such markets. Ontario and BC will
continue to be associated, largely to be supportive. New Brunswick struggles to
organize. They remain in the Canadian Association by having each of their four
regional cooperatives pay an individual fee to the national body to cover
provincial dues. Their representative to the meeting saw merit in a higher level
of NB involvement, but cannot see the particular players in export becoming
involved. (It is important to note that this Committee has assisted some New
Brunswick exporters in the past, and will continue to do so whenever assistance
might be required.
Two significant avenues that a new international market might be established:
The first involves a foreign buyer initiating a purchase inquiry. This involves a
formal series of communications between the plant health authorities of both
Canada and the importing country. Canada provides a list of potential pests
that might be carried by Christmas trees, and then the importing Plant Health
Authority examines this list to determine if any of these potential "hitch-hikers"
might pose a risk in their country. If not, business can proceed. If there are
issues, either Phytosanitary Inspection or comprehensive Quality Systems
Management steps must be taken to prove "freedom from" before importation
may proceed. Sometimes there is no threat because of decidedly different
ecosystems/habitat, and business can proceed very easily.
The second method to develop a foreign market for Christmas trees is through
a concentrated effort to open and establish the market on the part of a
Canadian exporter or group of exporters. The best, most recent example is
Quebec Balsams Export Inc initiative to establish a new market in Peru. This was
initiated prior to the setup of the new Market Access Secretariat, so Gerry
Couture, owner of Quebec Balsams Export, simply continued on his private path
to finalize and satisfy plant health reservations through the comprehensive
Quality Systems Management Plan for Peru, already in a lengthy stage of
development. However, the Federal government does have a formalized
process – the Market Access Secretariat – in place to assist with Canadian
initiated market development. Gerald Couture responded to suggestions with
background and an update on work of the International Market Access
Committee.
In summary, a detailed business plan must be presented to the federal Market
Access Secretariat, and if approved federal government assistance will be
provided to the proponent. It is important to note that any proposal to the
Market Access Secretariat must have received endorsement from the national body representing the commodity. As Gerry mentioned,
there were no requests for support of any initiatives in 2017. An essential side question is just what can we do to mobilize and improve
or better define Federal Government / CFIA support? Past initiatives were frustrating in that the simple answer [from Government] was
we will support initiatives formalized through a proposal approved by the Market Access Secretariat (our visit to Ag Can and CFIA in
2016). For more information on this or any other CCTGA matter, please contact Forrest Higgins nsbalsam@gmail.com.
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Christmas Tree
Promotion Board (CTPB)
By Marsha Gray
Fresh cut Christmas trees imported to the US are identified on US
Customs paperwork by a series of codes in the Harmonized Tariff
Schedule.

include assessment payments with the tree loads.
If you are identified on the Customs paperwork as the importer
and haven't received any information from the Christmas Tree
Promotion Board by February 1st, please contact them 1-800985-0773 or email info@ChristmasTreePromotionBoard.org.
Forms and payment are due no later than February 15th.

After the season is complete, the staff of the Christmas Tree
Promotion Board receives a copy of the US Customs records of all
imported Christmas tree loads.
This report identifies the "Importer of Record" and that individual
or business is responsible for paying the $0.15 (15 cents) per tree
assessment. This may be the company importing the trees, a
Canadian grower or even a shipping company.
When CTPB staff receives this report, we send a notice of
assessment due - along with the appropriate reporting form and
return envelope - to each of those named on the list. We use the
addresses provided by US Customs.
We also send an email notice to those who have provided email
addresses in the past and offer to e-mail their packet as well as
sending it via traditional mail, as we know that traditional mail
between the US and Canada can be very slow.
Eventually, assessments on imported Christmas trees will take
place at Customs as trees cross the border. Growers will need to
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PHOTO Every year Christmas tree grower Chrissy Trenholm adds
a feature to the farm for Family Day, held each December. This

year, among other things, Trenholme created this festive
Outdoor Photo Booth for all her guests. Friend Gen Kell snapped
a photo of her daughter. Published with Permission. Photo by
Gen Kell.
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NOVA SCOTIA
CHRISTMAS TREE
TECHNICAL ADVISORS
Travelling to Halifax for
business or pleasure?

CAMBRIDGE SUITES
HOTEL HALIFAX
is giving Christmas tree
growers a reduced rate on
hotel rooms equivalent to
Nova Scotia Government
employee rates.
For details contact

1-800-565-1263

and ask for rate under the
Christmas Tree Council
of Nova Scotia
www.cambridgesuiteshalifax.com

Canada’s Agriculture Day is

February 13, 2018

agriculturemorethanever.ca

Want to Sell

Homemade retail baler,
single axle, gas powered,
18” cone, stored inside
CONTACT: Murray Crouse
902-634-1908

Western:
Randy Naugler
902-543-7728
Owen Lenihan
902-689-2047
Central:
Matthew Priest
902-890-8431
Eastern:
Scott MacKinnon
902-867-7460

Visit
Buy & Sell page

ctcns.com

Powerful

Advertising
angus@ ctcns.com

PHOTO Elfs on hand for Family Day at U-Cut PHOTO Chrissy Trenholm
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Forest Nova Scotia
“The nature of our business is growing.”

84th Annual General Meeting

January 24th and 25th, 2018
Halifax Marriott Harbourfront Hotel.
DID YOU KNOW??
Access Road Construction Program —
To provide woodlot access for the sustainable
harvesting and extraction of forest products
including Christmas trees. Find out more:
forestns.ca/road-program
Contact Jeff Bishop, Executive Director
jeff.bishop@forestns.ca
430 Marney Road, Hilden, NS
Mailing Address PO Box 696
Truro, Nova Scotia B2N 5E5
902-895-1179/1160 Forestns.ca

Thank you for sharing your
photos and stories with the
Journal! journal@ctcns.com

Journal Print Subscriptions are INCLUDED with every Nova Scotia Christmas tree Association membership.

Sign me up! I would like to receive the next four issues of The NS CT Journal in print!
Name: __________________________________________________________________________________
Address: _________________________________________________________________________________
Postal Code: _______________________________________ Home Phone: _____________________________
Cell Phone: _______________________________________
Email: __________________________________________________________________________________
I am enclosing a cheque for CDN$30.00 (tax and postage included) for the next four issues (For US rates, please email angus@ctcns.com.) Please
make cheque out to “Christmas Tree Council of Nova Scotia” and mail to:
CTCNS, Box 8, Tatamagouche, Nova Scotia B0K 1V0

For information please contact angus@ctcns.com or 1-855-NSBalsa (1-855-672-2572). Thank you.
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AGM

Annual General Meeting
Tentatively set for

April 25, 2018
Please check

ctcns.com
for updates

CTCNS
1-855-NSBalsa Ext. 1
1-855-672-2572
info@ctcns.com
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Compete in your local Exhibition!

Compete in your local Exhibition!

Compete in your local Exhibition! !

Compete in your local Exhibition! !

Compete in your local Exhibition!

Compete in your local Exhibition!

January
01 New Years Day
24-25 AGM Forest NS

February
12 Provincial Holiday
13 Agriculture Day

March
30 Good Friday

April
01 Easter Sunday

25 AGM Nova Scotia Christmas Tree Council (CTNCS)
May
13 Mothers Day

June
17 Fathers Day

July
01 Canada Day

Exhibitions:

August
06 Natal Day
Exhibitions:

September
03 Labour Day
Exhibitions

October
08 Thanksgiving

November
11 Remembrance

December

02 National Christmas Tree Day
25 Christmas Day
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